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* <\bstract 

Tho posslbit /ty h con s ide red that th l' energy dens i ty of neutrinos and ant /n eutrin os In 
the un/ver~;e Is compa rai,Je wi th rho enor~y den si ty a.• socfated with tho mass of hydroAen. The 

as sump tion about a la rge energy dens ity o f neutrinos and ant/neutrinos does n ot contradic-t the 

experimental da ta ova /ta ble up to day. 

\fe thods ,, e dis cussed which mi ght tes t s uch ~o n assumption, whi ch c ame about In cons ider
In g the P( -asymmet ry of th e world toge th er ..-lth the hypothesi s o f the exis tence of ant/wor lds. 

The _sreat role of the Fermi reY) reY> Interact/on In pro viding the trans f er o f the ene rgy 10 the 

Y Y compon ent Is pointed out. 

lt.l s shown that t he small value of the dens ity o f 'vi s i ble' k ineti c en e rgy (much sma l l er 

than tho en<!!rgy dens ity connected with the res t mass of nucleons ) does no / contradic t the 'fluc

tuation• hypothesis, 1. 4!!. the s tatement that the matter and entlmatter were septt rated as a result 

o f fluc tuations In a charge s ym'71 etrlca l un iverse . The fluc tuation hypothes i s requires onlr that 

sometime s In th e ptts l there wa s an ener~y density o f n eutrino an d ant /n eutri no by man y orde rs 
la rger than th e n ucleon energy densi ty. 

Introduction 

Up to the present ti:r:e there ore no we ll-founiei evaluations of the neutrino and ontineutrlno density in 

the s pace. Since these particles practically are not absorbed even in dense r.1oterials and since the condi

tions o! their creation in the pas t are unknown, their number might be very Jorge. Though it is generally ass u~l· 

eJ thot the matte: in the un:verse is rep:esentei by the hydrogen, naturally there arises the quesllon: -:;iqht 

it be hot the neutrino and cntir.eut: inc ]ensity of ener']y in ~he uni'!erse ~urns ou' to be co:r.paroble or e-:en laq er 

than the total hydrogen energy density? 

Charge .\symmetry or the World and the F luctua
tion Hypothesis 

The assumpllon about a Jorge nur:1ber of Y and Y in the universe a rises, :or exa:r.ple, when considering 

the c harge ( more exactly C P ) asymmetry of the world. In numerous papers there was :nenlionei the posstble 

existence of ant!worlds which :r.iqht have ori Jinated :ron fluctuotions in a cha:qe-sym:r.e~rico l uni•Je:se . 

.A. !though at present there is no experimental evidence allowing ~o assu:r.e the existence cf the a nti worlds neve!" 

theless lt is interesting to note that the fl uctuation hypothesis requires that either now or someti!':'!S in the 

past there should have been in the universe a large charge-s~:nettlca l 'bockground ' . Such ' backgrounJ'. :n 

principle, should consist to a large extent of V and V of equal density. The fluctuat:on hypothesis leads 

* -----
Thl8 pape r Is a re• lsed tra ns l at ion or the Ruse lan p re prl n t , pub ll l' h e d Rlre ad y un de r t h e s am e titl e. 
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therefore to consequences which can be tested. Note at once that if such a background existed then the n-.ea

surement of the flux and of the energy of V and \T would yield the value of a very important parameter -

the mean energy density of the universe. At present the enerqy density in the universe is esti:nated by 'spread~ 

log' out the Galaxies. All the astronomical estimations qive for the mean density of such 'spreaded' Galaxies 

a value not excee1in<J 10-29<1/ cm3 ("-'10-2 '.1eV/cm3) or less than 10-Sprotons per c-n3 /1 /*. -\ccor-ilnl) to 

the general theory of relativity it follows that the average energy of relativistic particles (neutrino in our 

case) falls proportionally to the space curvature a-1 (the energy density ~f these particles falls as a-4) . 

In other words in the past the overage neutrino energy was larger than the present day energy by so much as 

much greater was the curvature. 

Consequently in the past, when the matter density was colossal the neutrino energy density should have 

been by many order of magnitude greater than the nucleon energy density. These may welt be the condition 

under which fluctuations look place. The fluctuation mechanism is not discussed here, In particular the ques

tion as to whether the 'IV component should be considered as a primeval fluid remains open. 

At least we are unable to say anything on this point. We might notice, however, that from our point of view 

the presence of antimatter in our galatlc is not excluded a priori. It is clear that an estimate of the V and -V energy density In the universe strongly depends on the particular consmogonical model. 

We should underline again, that the fluctuation hypothesis requires that in the universe there should have -been present, sometimes in the past, a very large 'background' of V V pairs. If It should turn out, as it is -likely that the energy density of 'Y and Y 1s much smaller than the nucleon energy density, th1s would 
' 

not be an argyment against the fluctuation hypothesis. At the sar.1e time it would be said that the available data, 

which will be discussed below, do not exclude even extremely large energy densities of "Y and V (com

parable with nucleon densities) and very larqe energies ( ~ lOOMeV) of these particles. Consequently it 

seems important to lest whether the contribution of Y and Y to the general energy density in the uni

verse is· essential even at the present time {from a different point of view the importance of measuring cos:nic 

neutrino Intensities had already emphasized in references 3 and 4 ). 

Universal Weak lnter~tlon and the Energy 'Pumping' in to 
Y V -component 

If we take seriously the posslbilit y that at the present time, there is an energy density of V and V of 

the order of 10-2 MeV /cm3 Jn the universe, the question arises as to why there is not a flux of '( -rays of 

* The p roblem of thP matt~r density In the unlvor11e Is o f ~:op.-C'Ial lmportane(' tor the .-holrn of the no .. mojlonloal model 

of the universe. Thf!l ma.gnhud~ of the mean dcn~tlty which f"lHrfl'.toe.pond., to a flat unlvfl' r~e ( the tran&ltlon from the o l oeo 

to \he open model) t .. about 6.to"291!/<' m 3 1 21 • S lnro ro oentl}' the ""ale of cosmi c distances has lnerea llf>d mo re than 

twlo~ It Is necessar y to reduno this value to &bnut ~.to-29,p·rm 11• which Is close to tho abov<' <>lltlmatfl of U111 matter 

denahy. T herefore, the contribution o f the neutrino <"omponent may turn out to be essential. 

( 

: ~ 
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energies and intensities conparable with those of the assumed neutral lepton flux. It 1:1ay be answerei that 

• (quite apart fro:n the general relativity effects ), the enerqy of the photons e11ited by 'annih!lotion of cr ' 

must degrade in dense matter because of the electro:r.aqnetic interactions. This fact wouH explain the ab

sence- o[ hiqh-enerQy photon . However, this ' de p1 leI' ener'JY cannot vanish • .mrl ·r• first ohmcc 1t should nppear 

in the universe in form of thermal ener!JY, photon energy etc, its amount being not smaller than the energy 

related to the proton rest mass • However, as is well-known, the thermal and photon energy density in theuni-

" II verse, that i s the -iensily of symmetrical enerqy, is sMall in compar ison with the energy density ('non-symmet-

rical') related to tho rP.st mass of protons and it would seem difficult to reconcile this fact with an assumed 

energy density of \1 and V comparable or eVen larger than that of nucleons. Such on objection can be 

overc-ome if there exists first order electron-neutrino scattering (os , for exonple, there should be accorrlinq to 

the universal Fernli weak interaction theory). The(\ instead of photon e;nission, in clec tro::1ognet i c proce :~-

- + - 5 
ses the emission of a YV pair becomes possible (through virtual or real ea pairs ). A.t very high temperct-

tures and densities ( all the more, under the conditions we are interested in ) the V V pair emission becomes 

the only effective machanism of energy radiation by the dense bodles/ 5,6, 7,8/ 

Since Y and Y are not in e·1uilibrium with the matter (due to the weak interaction ), a large !rae-

tion of the ' symmetrical ' energy can be transferred into the neutrino component. 

-
Existing Evidence on the V and V 

Energy oenslty 

We discuss now experimental rlata on the V and Y enerqy density in space. One can obtain direct 

evidence on the r:1aximurn riensities of Y and Y by assuming that in the experiments of Relnes-Co-

wan/9/and Davis/ lO(carried out by means of reactors, the effect which was observed when the reactor wos 

switched off, is due entirely to neutral leptons from the cosmic space. In the Reines-Cowan's experiment one 

could recorrl antincutrinos with enerqies 3-l 0 \1e V. From this experiment it follows that in the cosmic spoce thf' 

flux of antlneutrinos with energies 3-10 ~1eV cannot considerably exceed 1013 em - 2 sec· 1. This corresponrJs 

to a maximum enerqy density of antineutrinos with energies 3-10 MeV of the order of 103MeV /cm3. 
..... + 
V + P _,. n~e in the Reines-As to hlqh-enerqy antlneutrlnos, the selection of events of the type -Cowan's experiment gave no possibility to record - y with energies > 10 ~,1eV so that the experiment 

yields no evidence on high enerqy V · 

From the experiments by Davis one can conclude that 

J~~ CE) a(E) olE~ 
0 

- .)3 _, 
lO ~ec 

where Q ( E') i s the density of cosmic neutrinos with the energy E ( includlnq the neutrino from the 
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-1 - 3 (E) CL37 A 17 Sun) in MeV CT. ancl (]' in the cross section of the reaction v + ...... '1.. ~ e .This 

cross section, roughly speaking, is proportional to the square of the neutrino energy in the region from severai 

MeV to several tens ot ~.leV. The analysis of the :)avis' results shows that the energy density of cosmic space 

neutrino's with an energy of several :.teV cannot exceed several tens of ~.leV /cm3. On the other hand the Da-

vis ' experlment do not yielrl any evidence on the neutrinos with ene:-l')ies of the order of I BeV, because these 

will prorluce the rlisinteqration of the ar•Jon. -'Is to the neutrinos with cnerqies up to 100 :,1eV, an evaluation of the 

energy density of these neutrinos is obtained by assuming that the Devis' detector was irradiated by mono

energetic neutrinos with an cnerqy equal to the maximum one at which the nucleon reccil does not prevent the 

formation of A r . In this extreme case too the maximum ( i.e. allowed by experiment) energy density of 

neutrinos Is of the order of several MeV /cm3 and considerably exce~ds W H J the maximum value of the 

hydrogen energy density (WH 'V 10-2\leV cm-3) in the universe. 

Now we consider what evidence can be ohtainerl fro:n experiments carried out under the earth. At large 

depths the cosmic neutrinos and antineutrinos will produce charged leptons which are distributed isotropically 

and with an intensity not dependin'l upon the rlepth. If their energy exceeds considerably the muon rest energy 

then V and Y will produce effectively muons. The latter must slow down and stop: and under con-

ditions of equilibrium, the number of muons produced is equal to the number of muons stopped. From the measu

re:nents 1111 at a depth of 6000 g/cm2 it follows that the number of muons co·ninq into an emulsion chamber 

from the lower semisphere and stoppinq in it equals f"-..1 10-Bsec-1 cm-3. This nu.11ber can be considered 

as the maximu'll possible number of muons produced by cosmic neutrinos ( since most if not all of the slow 

muons coming into the emulsion from the lower he:nisphere are due to the decay of pions emitted in stars which 

are formed by the penetrating component). From the foregoing It follows that 

J
oo -39. -1 
C~(E)O'"(E)oiE~lO ~(tc. 

0 

where CT (E) is the neutrino-nucleon cross section. For the neutrinos and antlneutrlnos with energies 

of about 1 BeV G(E) lays/12/between w-38and l0-39cm~The underground measurements of the intensity of 

slow muons require therefore that the density energy of V and V possessing an energy of about l 

BeV be ~ 10-1 MeV /em 3, This value is rather close to W ..- . We would obtain even a smaller limit of 

the possible energy density of y and y with energies about I BeV if we were taking into consideration 

the results of the experiments carried out in ref/l3/ by means of a counter telescope at a depth of about of 

JOSg/cm-2• However, it Is difficult from our point of view to analyse these data and we can therefore only 

conclude that the maximum energy density of Y and Y with energies higher or equal to I BeV can-

not greatly exceed W 'tt and is very likely smaller than W~ . In any case, the present day status 
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oi experimental technique the problem of recording a flux of "" I '3eV-neutrinos and an~meutrinos of the ode: 

of 105 cm·2 sec·l is quite real. This task is far less difficult than the recently wide! y -liscussed proble--r cl 

detecting neutrinos from accelerators/ 14/ . In our case 10-100 isotopically distributed charqed particles 

( electrons and muons ) per day per ton of material will be produced inside the earth by such a flux of cosmic 

V antl V 

It Is necessary to stress that at energies of v and V of the order or less than 
1 

m t" (, the 

pro:!ucllon of :nuons by neutrino is not possible; the underground r.1easurements do not exclude at all the pos

sibility that the energy density of 'I and V is :nore than 'W"' . 

Experiments on the detection of high energy cosmic neutrinos have been discussed earlie/15, 16/, lt be

ing assumed that these particles are produced in collisions of 'cosmic radiation protons' with the earth atr'los

phere or with the Interstellar matter. It is clear that in this case the number of neutrinos is very small and this 

can be seen lm:nediatP.IY by considering that high energy O -rays from TT 0 
decay have a very small 

intensity. 

Conclusion 

Prom the foregoing ll follows that a priori one can not exclude the possibility that In the universe the-

energy density of neutrinos and antineutrinos Is comparable or greater than the mean energy density related 

to the rest mass of nucleons. This must be tested by the experiment. 

We should notice that for very large dens i ties and very high energies the predominance of the unobserv"lble 

~ ~ 'symmetrical' form of energy over other symmetrical forms of energy is a quite general property connected 

with the scattering of neutrinos by electrons and can be of interest irrespective of the fluctuation hypothesis. In ge

neral the mechanism of ' energy pumping' Into the neutrino component mlqhtlead too considerable density of Y and \)in 

the universe. The existence of this mechanism casts doubt on the estimations of the matter density in the uni-

verse which have been done taking into account only ' visible' form of the matter. 

It should be emphasized that the l ower Is the mean energy of neutrinos the more difficult becomes the 

experimental task of excluding the existence of a given energy density { ~15) E df . Roughly speakinq, the 

energy density of 'V and Y which can be discovered experimentally is inverse! y proportional to the 

square of the neutral lepton energy in the region of energies higher than several !1.1eV. At lower energies the 

detection difficulties become tremendous. So, for exa:nple, the hypothesis on the existence of an energy -ien-

sity of V and :Y equal to l'l.- or larger can be easll y tested by experiment ( perhaps it can be 

disproved already by the data available so far on underground muons ), if the l)eutrlno energy is greater than I 

BeV. If the neutral leptons possess energies of about 100 :,·1eV the test of the hypothes is Is a real proposition 

but it meets serious difficulties. At neutrino energies sr:taller than I MeV, it is difficult to disprove experlme~r 
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* tally even the existence' of ener<JY -iensities of V an-! V exceedi nq Ww hy :~ony order of Toqnilurle . 

To '1\easure neutral lepton fluxt!S witl-t eneqies - 1 73eV It is -:cost c-onvenient to detect secon:iary '1)UOns 

created hy neutrlnos/14• 15/. In the enerqy region of V :1nd V fro::-t several f.. leV to several hundre1s 

of ~>1eV the qeines-Cowen crnrl Devis' types of exper!•"'len! nre quite convenient. A.s to the -ie' ection of V 

and 'V with energies < l '.leV, the only possibility in our opinion is the use of the neutrino-eiectron 

scattering. Unfortunately thls is only a theoretical possibility. 

The !luthors thank A..C .~,lasevish and S. '3 .Pikelner for valuable :iiscussions. 

* 
How~v•n a den~lty mu <' h la rge than Wt+ will r•orltradl.-1 the co~molol!l<'/\l •lata. ( Ze l dov l nh , p r lvat ~ .-om 

munl oe. tlon ). 
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